
especially for identification of risk of failures in advance and to make the necessary

arrangements accordingly, without site operation being affected.

Further, in the developed system power measurements are done, only for the solar array

output with the OutBack charge controller and the generator output with the rectifier

controller. It is important to have the generated output from the wind turbine, power

consumed by the load and the battery charging data so that the system could be further

improved to compare the actual results with the simulation results at the design stage.

References:

[1] White Paper, Alternatives for Powering Telecommunications Base Stations,
Motarola Inc, 2009

[2] Folgat, Solar Power Supplies for Telecom Applications, FOLGAT AG -
Frankfurt am Main - Germany

[3] Outback Power Systems, MX60 PV MPPT Charge Controller, User's Manual
Installation and Programming, April 2008 Revision A

[4] http://www.deitaelectronicsindia.com/tps psc3 controller.aspx
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SCOPE
The manual provides safety guidelines and installation information for the MX60 PVMPPTCharge

Controller. It does not provide information about specific brands of solar panels and supplies

limited information on batteries. Contact the supplier or manufacturer of the solar panels or

batteries for further information.

INTRODUCTION
MX60 PV MPPT (Maximum Power PointTracking) Charge Controller

The OutBack MX60 PVMPPTCharge Controller offers an efficient, safe,multi-stage recharging

process that prolongs battery life and assurespeak performance from a solar array.This component

allows customized battery recharging. The MX60 features include:

60 amps maximum continuous output current

Engineered to work with 12,24,36,48, and 60 VDC battery voltages

Backlit LCDdisplay screen with 80 characters (4 lines, 20 characters per line)

Last 64 days of operational data are logged for review

Voltage step-down capability allowing a higher PVarray voltage configuration

Manual and auto-equalize cycles

The following are the maximum recommended wattage for the most common solar arrays under

Standard Test Conditions (1000 watts per square meter of solar panel at 25° C or 77° F):

12VDC battery systems-up to 800 watts of solar panels

24 VDC battery systems-up to 1600 watts of solar panels

48 VDC battery systems-up to 3200 watts of solar panels

The MX60 also features Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT),which seeksout the maximum

power available from a solar array and uses it to recharge the batteries. Without this feature, the

solar array does not operate at the ideal operating voltage and can only recharge at the level of the

battery voltage itself.The MX60 "sweeps" the array'soperating voltage at user-determined sweep

intervals to track the Maximum Power Point (MPP)of the PVarray.

This manual covers the wiring, installation, and use of the MX60, including explanations of all the

Menus displayed on the LCD screen.The MX60 is designed to seamlessly integrate with other

OutBack components and can be remotely monitored (up to 1000 feet) by the optional OutBack

Power Systems MATEdisplay.
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Figure 7 Field Wiring Connections and Surge Protection

Use up to 2 AWG
(6.54 mm) wire and
torque to 30-inch
pounds/3.38 Nm at
terminals.

MATE/HUB
RJ45jack

If attaching to ply-
wood, use a 1 5/8"
wood screw to secure
the MX60 at the top
slotted hole and other
screws as needed at
interior bottom holes.

PV+ PV- BAT- BAT+
Four-Position Terminal Block

Battery Remote Temp
Sensor (RTS)RJll jack

Programmable AUX
Output Jack (supplies
up to 200mA @ 12 VDC

Chassis/Equipment
Ground Lug @

The PV (-) and BAT (-) terminals are connected internally. Only one negative wire may be needed

to connect to the Four-Position Terminal Block if the PV - and BAT- conductors are bonded at the

negative bus bar. See Figures 2 and 3 for sample wiring diagrams.

NOTE: Each MX 60 requires its own PV array. DO NOT PARALLEL MX 60 PV+ AND PV- TERMINALS TO
THE INPUT OF THE MX60. This can cause problems with the MPPT and can cause an MX60 failure.
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STATUS SCREEN
The STATUS screen displays system information. See page 67 for detailed information of the different

Operational Modes. The optional OutBack MATE displays MX STATUSscreens for convenient distant

viewing from the installation location of the MX60. Please see page 71 to view the MX screens dis-

played on the MATE.

The PV voltage will slowly rise to the battery

voltage level even when the PV breaker

is off - this is normal as the PV capacitor

charges up.

PV Input Voltage

PV Input Current

Instantaneous Watts ---.

Daily accumulated -----:~

kiloWatt Hours

PV 005 V
OO.OA

Watts 0000
kWHrs 00.0

Bat 12.5 V
00.0 A

Aux Off
Sleeping

~ Battery voltage

..----- Output current

..--- AUX. Status (ON or OFF)

...•• Operational Mode

0000

NOTES
Pressing the first soft key opens the MAIN Menu screen.

• Pressing soft key #2 toggles between Amp Hours and kW Hours displays.
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CHARGER SETUP
This screen allows changes to the MX60's recharging voltage set points (Current Limit,

Absorb, Float):

• The presently selected numerical value will have an asterisk" * "to the left of it.

• Pressing "~" selects the value to be changed.

• You may need to re-enter the password to change these settings.

• The default charger output current limit setting is 60 amps and is adjustable up to 70 amps. At 70

amps, a 70A or 80A breaker must be used between the battery and the MX60.

Change ABSORB and FLOAT set points using this screen if the battery manufacturer's

recommendations are different than the default values. Otherwise, see page 80 for suggested

recharging voltage set points.

If a battery remote temperature sensor (RTS) is used, its compensated voltage values can be viewed

in the MISCELLANEOUS (Mise) screen under the Tmp Comp heading.

LIMIT
Amps
*60.0
EXIT

ABSORB
Volts
14.4

~ - +

FLOAT
Volts
13.6

NOTE: If an RTSis used, set the ABSORB and FLOAT setting
voltage based on a 25°C / 7rF setting. These are typically
the manufacturer's set points (always consult the battery
manufacturer's recommendations). If an RTSis not in use,
please see the Non-Battery Temperature Compensated
System values (page 86) and adjust the ABSORB/FLOAT
values accordingly.

0000
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MISC-MISCELLANEOUS
The MISCELLANEOUS screens display extra settings and technical information, some of which is

useful for OutBack Power Systems Technical Services.

The GT(Grid-tie) value is sent from

GT series inverter through the MATE

and HUB for Grid-tie control com-

munications. GT X means the MX60 is

in grid-tie mode and communicating

with the G Series Inverter.

The battery temperature

compensated Absorb (a)

and Float (f) set points

rise and fall with tem-

perature. If no RTSis used,

these settings will be

the same as those in the

charger setting screen.

Each MPPT operation is

a state. This number

is useful for OutBack

troubleshooting.

This is the duty cycle of

the converter. At 50%,

the PV terminals would

be twice the battery

voltage.

The Bulk/Absorb
PWM% ChgT

50.0 005
a14.4 f13.6
WIDE RSTRT

GT State
255 07

Tmp Camp
EXIT NEXT

+-- charge timer counts

up in Bulk and counts

down in Absorb.

0000

/ \
Press <NEXT> to This soft key covers normal and

Continue to the limited battery compensation

Force BulkiFloat voltage range. Press WIDE and

screen. LMIT mode appears, which limits

the Upper and Lower battery-

compensated voltage range.

37

RSTRTforces the MX60 to restart or

wake-up from 5- minute (default)

long Snoozing mode. Restart and

wakeup are mainly service features.



ADVANCED MENU
Absorb Time Limits

DOOm 2hr
EXIT NEXT MIN+ MAX+

0.00
.• t t

In the Absorb Time Limits screen, the user can set the

minimum and maximum times the MX60 stays in the

Absorb recharge cycle.

-? MAXimum is adjustable from 0 to 4 hours.

-? MINimum is adjustable from 0 minutes (the

default) up to the MAX Absorb Time Limit minus

10 minutes. (EX:MAX Absorb Time = 2 hours or

120 minutes; MIN Absorb Time adjusted up to 110

minutes)

To adjust the limits, press either the <MIN+> or

<MAX+> soft key.When finished, press the <NEXT>
soft key to view the next screen.

A Bulk cycle starts each morning. The charge timer (ChgTJ is preset to the minimum Absorb time limit

(zero minutes) while the Bulk/Absorb Charge Timer counts up in minutes.

The timer stops when it reaches the Maximum Absorb Time or the Absorb voltage set point is met.
The ChgT counts down to zero after the Absorb voltage is reached.

At zero, the MX60 goes into Float stage and may briefly display"Bat Full" (Battery Full) then "Float:'

• When the battery voltage drops below the float voltage set point, the MX60 recharges to maintain

this set point, employing the F(Float)-MPPTfunction.

If the system cannot maintain the Absorb voltage set point during the Absorb cycle, the timer will

stop counting down and begin counting up towards the MAX Absorb time as the MX60 transitions to

Bulk (BMPPT). This up and down counting will continue until the charge timer counts down to zero. The

Absorb cycle can be disabled by setting the maximum to Ohr.

4S .

40 .

3S

30

20+-~~~-..-",-"-.~,,,-r.~~-.,-~-,T.~
~ Bulkcycle begins
~ Timerstarts

~ Absorbchargeis reached ~ At zero,MX60goes into FLOAT
~ Timerbeginscounting to zero

NOTE: In BULK,the MX60 will charge as long as necessary to complete the cycle, regardless of the
timer's set points.
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ADVANCED MENU
Wakeup Mode

01.Sv OSm
EXIT NEXT +VOC +Min

.000
• t

Charger Aux Light
Eq Mise *Advaneed
Logging Log2
EXIT ~ ~ GO'

000.
t •

Wakeup Mode selects how often the MX60 does a Wakeup

during "Snoozing" periods. Since environmental condition

impact the open circuit voltage (Voc) of an array, a user

selectable Voc rise in value will allow the controller to

Wakeup sooner or later based on the last measured Voc

value. A selectable delay time in minutes will also allow

the controller to Wakeup sooner or later if the measured

Voc did not meet the user selectable Voc rise in value.

Before changing these values, monitor your system for a

week or so using the factory defaults and then gradually

adjust the set points. If they're set too high, the MX60

might not wake up soon or often enough, which means

a loss of power production. Note: +VOC ranges from l.5V

up to 9.5V. +MIN ranges from 5 up to 15 minutes. Press

the <EXIT> soft key to return to the MAIN Menu.

From the MAIN Menu, press the <r+> soft key to move the

asterisk next to the Logging function and then press the

<GO> soft key.



(DATA) LOGGING
The MX60 records battery float and daily kilowatt-hour (kWh) information for the previous 64 days. This

data can be compared, for instance, with weather reports to confirm the MX60's performance. When

64 days are reached, for every new day of data recorded, a day is eliminated from the front end of the

count in the order they were recorded.

Total power production

may be viewed as amp

hours or kilowatt-hours

depending on display

setting in the STATUS

screen. The TotolKWh or

TotalKAh accumulates

the daily values and

continue beyond 64

days of data.

The minutes the MX60

spent floating the batteries

for each of the last 64 days.

The present day's Floattime

can be found in the Log2DAILY KWhours
Float time mins

TotalKWh 0000
EXIT CLR +DAY

00.0
0000

01
-DAY

screens.

Dayal is yesterday and Day

02 is two days ago, ete.

0000
/ / -. '"

Pressing <CLR> takes you to the CLEAR,

DALY (DAILY), and TOTL (TOTAL) Menu

and EXIT takes you back to the main

STATUS screen.

49

Press - DAY: goes back one day Press +DAY:

goes forward one day

If starting on Day 01 and <+DAY> is pressed, the

value from 64 days ago is presented.

CLEAR
BACK TOTL DALY

00
t

Pressing and holding the <TOTL> or <DALY>

(TOTAL AND DAILY) soft key will prompt you to

erase those total accumulated values. Pressing

BACK returns to the Logging screen.



Abbreviated Menu Map

Much of the MX60 activity takes place around the MAIN screen. From this screen, the user can access
other screens to both observe system activiy and make adjustments to certain critical functions.

, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i···················l r····..····..········· ·..··..·· ·l
: * Charger .A~~ ~.i.gbL............. r--Th-e-L-ig-ht-~-ea-tu-r-e-co-n----,

, ;. EQ Mise Advanced trois the backlighing of

; , ...~~ggin~ L09~ ...~~.............. :~~~:~~~~~~~~:o

0000 Misc offers additional
settings and service
information including
ReBulk Voltage and
Absorb End Amps

. . ., : ~~ .
Adjusts the Current : : AUX control includes:
Limit, Absorb, and Float ~~ • Manual
recharging voltage set : i . Vent Fan
points ~~ • PVTrigger

~~ • ERRORALARM
i ~ .Diversion
~~ • Low Battery Disconnect

II'Re~°te
, :

EO allows manual or ~
automatic battery :
equal,,,,,oo ,,,ha'9Io9 I

Log2 shows time-
based information
regarding the MX60

; ~'---------'

................................ :•

The Logging screens display the L... .
daily kW hours, float time minutes, ("'< •••••••••• ,

and the total kW hours.

The Advanced menu allows the user to fine-tune
the MX60 using the following screens:
• Snooze Mode
·ParkMpp
• MPPT Range Limit% VOC
• Sweep Interval
• Vbatt Calibration
• Low Cutoff
• MPPTMode
•Absorb Time Limits
• Wakeup Mode
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SPECI FICATIONS
Output Current Rating • 60 amps continuous @ 25°C ambient

Default Battery System Voltage • 12,24,36,48 or 60 VDC (adjustable)

PV open circuit voltage • 150 VDC Maximum (ETL Rating for UL 1741

Standard); operational max = 141 VDC

temperature corrrected VOC

Standby power consumption • Less than 1 watt typical

Recharging regulation methods • Five stage-Bulk, Absorption, Battery Full, Float,

and Equalization

Voltage regulation set points • 13-80VDC

Temperature compensation • With optional RTSsensor 5 millivolts °C per

2Vcell

Voltage step down capability • Down convert from any PV array voltage within

PV voc Iim its of 141 VDC to any battery system

voltage

Examples: 72V array to 24V; 60V array to 48V

Digital Display • 41ine 20 character per line backlit LCD display

Remote Interface • RJ45 modular connector Cat 5 cable 8 wire

Operating Temperature Range* • -40° to 60°C de-rated above 25°C

Environmental Rating • Indoor type 1

Conduit knockouts • Two 1"on the back; one 1"on each

side; two" on the bottom

Warranty • Two years parts and labor, optional extended

warranty available

Dimensions • MX60-13.5"H x 5.75"W x 4"D

Boxed-18"H x 11W x 8"D

Weight • MX60-12 pounds Boxed-15 pounds
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MX60 EFFICIENCYvs.INPUT POWER GRAPH
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Figure 6 24V and 48V Battery System Efficiency Curve
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UNDERSTANDING THE VARIOUS OPERATIONAL MODES
The MX60 modes of operation will change occasionally during the day based on the PV array output

and the battery system state of charge. The MX60 operating modes are displayed at the bottom right

hand corner of the STATUSscreen.

Absorb-EX There is an external DC source other than solar keeping the battery above the Absorb set

point. The MX60 will not be producing power.

Absorbing The MX60 is in the Absorb (constant voltage) charge stage, regulating the battery voltage

at the Absorb set point (modified by battery temperature compensation if installed). During this cycle,

the ChgT counter in the Misc menu is counting down towards zero. If the system cannot regulate the

battery voltage at the Absorb voltage set point, then the MX60 reverts back to the Bulk charge stage,

display B-MPPT, and the ChgT counter will start counting up again towards the MAX Absorb time set

point or until the Absorb target is met.

AutoStart (Auto Re-Start) Mode 1-0nce every 1.5 hours in Bulk cycle and in Mode 2, once every

1.5 hours in the Bulk, Absorb and Float recharging modes, the MX60 will start over from sleeping

and re-sweep (full sweep) and re-calibrate the current sensor. Mode 0 is disabled completely. It is

recommended that this mode be left to mode 2, Auto Re-Start in all 3 recharging cycles. (See Log2

screen)

Bat>Abs When the PV voltage exceeds the battery voltage by 2V and the battery voltage exceeds the

absorb set point, the MX60 has no need to recharge. This can also unintentionally occur if the user

inputs a lower battery voltage than is actually in use (e.g. establishing set points for a 12V system when

a 24V battery bank is used). In this case, the MX60 will always sense a higher (24V) voltage than a 12V

system would require for recharging.

Bat Full There is an external DC source other than solar keeping the battery above the Float set point.

The MX60 is transitioning from Absorb (upper target voltage) to Float (lower target voltage) or it will

not be producing power.

B-MPPT The MX60 is in Maximum Power PointTracking mode trying to regulate the battery voltage

towards the Absorb voltage set point. If the MX60 is in the Bulk charge stage, the Charge Timer (ChgT),

will count up to the max Absorb time.
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BatTmp Err The battery temperature sensor is shorted or damaged.

EO 0:00 This is the time elapsed in hours and minutes since the Equalization voltage was met.

If the EQ voltage set point is not maintained, the controller will revert back to EQ-MPPT - the EQ timer

will pause until the batteries are regulated at the EQ target again. The paused time can be viewed in

the Log2 menu.

EO DONE Once the set EQ time, (between 1 and 7 hours), has successfully completed, EQ DONE will

be displayed either until a button is pressed, or the next morning's wakeup. The MX60 will transition to

Float cycle at the end of the EO cycle.

EO-MPPTThe equalization process has started and the MX60 is trying to regulate towards the Equal-

ization voltage set point. EQ is not battery temperature compensated. After the EQ voltage has been

reached, EQ 0:00 will be displayed along with the EQ time in hours and minutes. The Ac/DC loads

should be turned off and the battery should be charged so the MX60 can reach the EQ voltage set

point. Otherwise, the MX60 may not reach or maintain the EQ cycle.

FloatThe MX60 is in the Float charge stage and is regulating the battery at the Float voltage set point.

If the system cannot keep up with the Float voltage set point, (e.g. AC and/or DC loads are on), the

MX60 will employ the MPPT function, display F-MPPT, and try its best to regulate the batteries to the

Float set point.

F-MPPTThe MX60 is in Maximum Power Point Tracking mode trying to regulate the battery voltage

towards the Float voltage set point. Note: Charge Timer (ChgT) is inactive in the Float state.

GT Mode In a system with an OutBack FX GT-series Inverter/Charger, HUB and MATE, the MX60 will

display GT Mode if and only if the inverter is in Sell mode and the MX60 is in Bulk (B-MPPT) or Float

(F-MPPT) cycle. This is also a good indicator for establishing proper grid-tie mode communication

between the FX GT-Series Inverter(s) and MX60.

High Voc This indicates the PV array's open circuit voltage is too high for the controller to safely oper-

ate. This should only occur with systems using 72 VDC nominal PV arrays in very cold temperatures

(below 50 F / -150 C). The controller will automatically restart operation once the PV array's open

circuit voltage falls to a safe level (141 VDC). The amount of time required to reset is dependent on the

module type, ambient temperature, and the amount of sunlight directly on the PV array. Normally, the

controller starts in the morning within a few minutes of the PV array being in direct sunlight.
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Low Light / Snoozing During the initial sweep (see Wakeup and Sweeping), if it is determined to

be too late (or too early) in the day, the MX60 will display Low Light for a few seconds and then

display Snoozing for 5 minutes (default). This reduces energy usage and unnecessary powering

of the MX60. This message is also displayed in extremely cloudy weather. The Snoozing mode

can be disabled and has two basic modes to choose from: one based on the speed of the PV to

charge the input capacitors and the second looks at the initial wakeup sweep current to see if it

reached the Low cutoff (default) current set point.

MX 2 Hot (Very rare) Either the MX60 is too hot or its internal temperature sensor is shorted. If

this message appears, carefully check if the MX60's heat sink is extremely hot. The heat generated by

the MX60, and therefore its losses, is proportional to input voltage times output current. Avoid install-

ing the MX60 in direct sunlight to help control its operating temperature.

NewVocThe MX60 is acquiring a new open circuit panel voltage (Voc) periodically in the UPick MPPT

mode or it found a new Voc during an initial sweep.

Re-Cal There are certain abnormal conditions that can confuse the current measuring method in the

MX60. When and if one happens, the MX60 will temporarily stop and re-calibrate. This may happen

because of negative current, i.e., current coming out ofthe input terminals instead of into the input

terminals, or a tripped PV breaker. A new Voc is also acquired during a Re-Cal.

Sleeping The PV voltage is two volts less than the battery voltage. This may also appear during the day

when the MX60 is transitioning between certain states, or due to other conditions.

Sweeping In Auto-Sweep MPPT mode, the MX60 is either (1) doing an initial sweep of the panel volt-

age from Voc towards battery voltage after wakeup, (2) doing a periodic mini-sweep to stay within its

acquired Maximum Power Point voltage, or (3) sweeping to maintain the current limit. Below 5 amps

of battery output current, "Sweeping" briefly flashes on the display as the MX60 operates at the Park

Mpp voltage.

SysError (Very rare) System Error indicates an internal non-volatile memory error. The unit will stop

operating when this message is displayed. Call the factory if you see this message.

Unloaded The battery terminals abruptly unload. Unloaded is displayed if the battery breaker trips

while MPPTing or the battery voltage is set too low.
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Wakeup As the PV open circuit voltage (Voc) rises above the battery system voltage by two volts, the

MX60 prepares to deliver power to the batteries. During this period, the MX60 is calculating the pulse

width modulation (PWM) duty cycles, turning on power supply voltages in the proper sequences, and

making internal calibrations. At wakeup, the MX60 closes its relays and then starts sweeping the input

voltage (the "initial" sweep) towards the battery voltage. At dawn and dusk this may happen many

times until there is (or is not) enough power from the PV array to keep going. Wakeup is also a time

when the MX60 acquires a new Voc.

Zzzz ... At night (3 hours of Sleeping) the MX60 will display Zzzz...until the next wakeup. At the next

wakeup, (usually the next morning), the daily statistics, (AmpHours, KWh, etc.), will accumulate into the

total statistics and then the displayed daily statistics will clear. A Bulk charge will automatically initiate

at the next Wakeup.
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Rectifier
DPR 2000

Description
The DPR 2000 rectifier is a new 96 %, high efficiency
product, and part of Delta's new EnergE Series. Com-
bined with market's leading power density of this
product family is ensuring cutting edge total energy
efficiency. This rectifier is optimal for 1U solutions and
provides up to 8 kW in one shelf. Compact, CAPEX
effective solutions for a higher demand can be pro-
vided with the DPR 2900 product series.

Installation is simplified as all Delta rectifiers have
their connectors at rear and are hot-pluggable. Retrofit
is easy ensuring new level efficiency.

Main features

Delta rectifiers are market leaders in power

density offering solutions for compact space and

weight requirements. In addition to that, the

highest efficiency ensures lower total energy

consumption and leads to smaller environmental

footprint.

•• OPEX & energy saving -leading efficiency 96 %
• Space saving - world's leading packaging of high

efficiency technology - up to 8 kW in 1U shelf
• Power density 23.5 W / in3

•• Easy retrofit to existing DPR 2700 Series installa-
tions

•• Integrated AC overvoltage protection

With a focus on continuous improvement of total

cost of ownership, Delta's total cost of ownership

concept covers the highest energy efficiency and

power density rectifiers, advanced controlling

and monitoring. Leading system level efficiency

is unconditional way to reduce environmental

footprint and help reducing both CAPEX and

OPEX. The EnergE rectifiers meet the new stan-

dard of energy efficiency.

Applications
DPR 2000 is used in Delta InD and OutO systems for:
•• Network base stations
" Wireless applications
e Fixed line applications, data communications



Technical specifications

'_~_~J~_~vol!~~~_________ ,~9.=~9.9._y~~_______:

_~~i~~!~~9-':!.~_~CY_________' 5~J60 H~_. .

'-~_~~~?~i?_~i~!~rtion(THD)L?~~o.___________

L~~I~??~(j~?t~(j)~f\J??9.??,?I~~~~,
, Protection . Internal fuse 16 A._----_.__ .._------_._--' --.-~

L~g?y..~.r..y.<:llt~~~PE<:l!~.?!i?~ 'I~?I.: loss ..<:lf~~~trC3:I............._

I Nominal system voltage ; 54 V

.Operating voltage range ' 40 - 59.5 V

'Power li~i~!i()..n___ _L?9.~O W _
,Current limitation ' 42 A
;....... ..........................•...........

LOverv<:lltC3:~~pr<:ltecti()~ i 59 V
............................. !

I EMI (conducted) , EN 55022, class A
···················t·..··· ,

L~_<:l~(j~~C3:~i~~_____ ' Yes . !
. Protection ' Internal fuse

, DPR 20008-48
Description'--- , ESR 48/408 F

Rectifier
DPR 2000

;-- ---.-- ----.--- -..--.--. -----_ .._--_._----_ _--1
I P()~er d~~~i!y____________~?~:~_~{}_n=___ I
i Control and rnonitorinq- : PSC 3
ru~~~i~t~rt~~~----------,St~t~~i~di~~ti~~--
, Dimensions (W x H x D) •125.5 x 41.0 x 269.9 mm
'-.._ .._. 14.9 x 1.6 x 10.6 in 1
i W_eig~! . '.?:9.kg 1 4.4 Ib-~-::-_-_·-~_-1

,~~~ i

[- Safety , EN 1 IEC 60950 \1

,UL 60950 III!CAN 1 CSA - C22.2
!EN 55022, class 8

! RoHS compliant .~

---'-I :·6-:{~;}d-----..---------j
1;~~~~ti~~t~~~~~~~~~~r~4oto~75~1
L _ _ ............._______ .............L:4QJ9. ..:+:J§?~ .;

• EMI (radiated)

• Environment

Cooling

Acoustics

Subject to change without notice.

Delta Energy Systems (Switzerland) AG
Freiburgstrasse 251, CH-3018 Bern - Bumpliz
Phone: +41319985311, Fax: +41319985353

www.deltapowersolutions.com

Fact_sheet_DPR-2000-EnergE_en.doc 1 Rev. 021 RPa 3791280800



Controller
PSC3

Description
The Delta PSC 3 controller is the solution for any
system, from small to very large, thanks to easy
expandability with CAN bus communication and a
range of front-end modules.

Enhanced functions, such as efficiency mode and
genset fuel saving, enable operating cost reductions.
Battery management with capacity test and rectifier
redundancy supervision make it easy to monitor
system availability and plan site visits in cost effective
manner.

Remote monitoring and alarming, and consequent
cost savings, are ensured with potential-free relay
contacts and modem or LAN/Ethernet or SNMP. An
integrated web server offers a user-friendly interface
with a standard browser both for local and remote
communication.

Delta's advanced supervision units make it easy

to measure, monitor and control your power

system operations.

Main features
Delta controllers are the intelligence of power

systems enabling significant cost savings in both

OPEX and CAPEX Cumulative cost savings of

genset downsizing or remote monitoring

possibilities can be substantial. Delta controllers

deliver the benefits modern technology can offer.

•• Remote monitoring with modem or LAN
" Integrated, user friendly WEB server, display and

keypad
.• Integrated PLC (Programmable Logic Controller)

functions to enhance flexibility, and monitoring and
controlling site infrastructure

• Advanced battery management and testing
methods

Applications
PSC 3 is used in Delta CeliO, MidD, CabO and OutO
systems for:
•• Network base stations
• Wireless applications
• Fixed line applications, data communications



Technical specifications

=~-+-----------'-----'
i PLC functionality for customization and supervision
Iand control Q_~l!~.ll~-,y_(J~y'.i.9.~§ ._..__ .._ __ ,

....1. AG..!.D.~~~.~r~!!!~.Q.!.J!.Q!.~.r..Q.~.LL~.~.~.r.Q.~!l.. . . ...1
! Mains failure/phase failure detecti0rl._and ala~ ;

,. ! LVD and PLD functions ._ ... .._.__
: I Advanced genset functions for fuel savings .
___ !_~y..E!Q!.!QgJQL~Q()E;1.Q!rj~::;'f.'.itt1...!irnE;1_anddate_____J

L~'.IUery_...L _ .._ _ _
L _ _ +.~..::::~-".PE;1r.i,ltLJr.E;1~9J:1:1PE'ln!:l~!E;1Qf!Q~L~t1i,1rg.E'l................_.

st and e LJi,lli2:E;1~~~rg~i

.....................................................·Q(i,ldlJi,lr1~E;1QL..
! Low voltage disconnection~---4~~~.~~~~~~---------!State of charge supervision and display
i Backup time supervision

i- IAutomatic capacity te._st .__ . ..._
l$yrnl11E;1tr.Y!:lLJPE;1ryi!:liQQJ9rIJQlti,lgE;1~rlcl~LJrrE;1rlt!:l

,__ ·_l·!?I~~yolt~gE;1!:lLJP~ryi~iQ.Q{QP!iQrli,llL.) .....;
>_I!~cti~e!.~~ ._..... .. ._ _ .._ _ _....... .. _.. _

i Individual rectifier information and control
iSeauential start-uo / svstem soft start

;-. -+! .=E~ff,~ic~:.::;ie::..:.:nc:ymode with advanced rectifier cycling
'--. .. l Redundancy and power capacit~..::.e:...:rv.:.;:is::.:io:.:.:nc.........__ ....J

......~.P.i.giti,ll.c;A!'J:t:li,lSecl........
i U to 128

'., .! ErQI11~LJptQ??? .
················If.rQ.I11_§...LJP..!Q..~..§. .

i From 2 u to 98
i Voltage. current illp to 99 __
J?~ 11 integrated. up to 2 user interface modules I
i Local monitorinG LAN / WEB browser . .. _·E:,:~·:f=t::~_':=

Controller
PSC3

, Local user interface
: 5 configurable LEOs

: LCD display i.'

! Keypad

iSNMP

VoltaE'!..!!3.JlgE;1____L11'l:??YPG. ... __..
urrent_-l1&~.pc (mi,ll<L _

ut Protection , Intemal fuse 2 A
InJ:lutswitch !_No~ __
Dimensions !40.4 x 83.5 x 190 mm

h:§~~~:?~~?:4I'lir1 __
; 0.56 kg I

!

;

! EN 60950. class I
i UL 60950
! CAN / CSA - C22.2
!EN 55022. class B

.._.....lETSI EN 30@.86 COJ:1:1~ __"" ---i

.-----lNatural air flow
'Oto+650C
+32 to +140 of

Standards
Safety

EMC

i 95 %. non-condensing'--- ._.._

Subject to change without notice.
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